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 ABSTRACT 

 The grouping of Fulani is made according to their life style. ‘Mbororo’ is a term used 

for the traditional cattle-herding Fulani. They have distinctive clothing with a short loose 

fitting overskirt with short sleeves and pockets. This overskirt is worn with knee-length 

trousers which are close-fitting and cover the leg just below the knee-cap. There is also semi-

nomadic Fulani who live on the outskirts of towns, and settled Fulani. This settled town 

Fulani who have become famous Islamic Religious specialists and also politicians. As such, 

they dress mainly in Hausa style garments- Large ‘babban riga’ robes and trousers. 

Traditionally, the Fulani people have been and are still cattle herders and their wealth is 

usually measured by their cattle. Cows are the inheritance they pass on to their sons, but 

sometimes Fulani lose their cattle and are forced to move to towns to find other work. Fulani 

and their cattle have a relationship which is unique, almost a state of interdependence. It is 

these cattle-herding Fulani and their dress which is the subject of this paper. The first part of 

this paper considers the traditional dress of Fulani men of Northern Nigeria, its history and 

styles based on age, status of the wearer and location as well as distinctive cultural practices. 

The paper examines how dress functions to reinforce a particular ethnic identity which has 

persisted over time. This study will consider aesthetic nature of the dress in terms of weaves, 

garment construction, dress materials, embroidery work and colours, which associates the 

dress with a particular ethnic group – the Fulani people. Furthermore, images of Fulani dress 

are now used in new ways such as in drama, and in advertisements will be considered in the 

second part, in which the paper establishes connections between dress and both individual 

and collective identities.  Changes and continuities in dress of the Fulani of Northern Nigeria 

due to social influences, religious practices and available materials form parts of discussion in 

this paper. The paper concludes with a brief discussion of the implications of these changes 

for future dress styles. 

 

KEYWORDS: Fulani Society, Traditional Dress, Cattle-herding, Interdependence, 

Distinctive Cultural Practices. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 The Fulani people of Africa are spread in varying and often in sizeable concentrations 

throughout the grassland areas of West Africa from the Senegal, Guinea to Nigeria, 

Cameroon and Chad. Christopher, (2006) states that they are nomadic peoples who have been 

influential in regional politics, economics and history throughout Africa for over a thousand 

years. For example, the Fulani people are believed to have played a very significant role in 

the rise and fall of the Mossi states in Burkina. They have also contributed to the migratory 

movements of people southward through Niger and Nigeria into Cameroon. It is believed that 

Fulani people were also responsible for introducing and spreading Islam throughout much of 

West Africa. They are considered the largest nomadic people group in West Africa. Today, 

almost half of the Fulani people live in Nigeria. Although Nigerian Fulani speak a range of 

dialects, they can be grouped into four basic groups: The Fulani of Adamawa numbering 

about 800,000 people, found in north eastern Nigeria, extending into Cameroon. The Sokoto 

Fulani, numbering about 2 million people, most of whom speak Hausa. They are mostly 

found in the Northern part of Nigeria, extending into Niger. Sokoto was once a major Fulani 

geo-political state, a center for the famous Usman Dan Fodio who established the Sokoto 

Caliphate in 1809. The Fulani in Borgu, numbering about 50,000 people are found along the 

western border of Nigeria, spilling over from Benin and Togo. Lastly, the Fulani of North 

Central Nigeria, numbering approximately 12-15 million, have many names and variations in 

speech, but essentially the Kano, Katsina, ‘Mbororo’, Bauchi and Gombe Fulani, speak 

dialects that are closely related to each other, and are well understood by other Fulani people 

of the region.  

 

The Fulani men’s Traditional Dress: 

 The Fulani men’s dress is made from hand-woven cloth ‘mudukare’ or ‘turkudi’. The 

chief characteristic of ‘mudukare’ cloth is the presence of very thin warp stripes of black or 

red. ‘Bale’, is another type of ‘mudukare’ with four evenly spaced black stripes. The 

garments constructed from the cloth are unique. The traditional dress for pastoral Fulani men 

of Northern Nigeria consist of a smock called ‘gambari’or ‘bunjuma’, trousers and a cap with 

ear flaps, they are of considerable antiquity. ‘Kwakwata’, for instance, is voluminous with 

elaborate machine embroidery along the neck opening and the vertical pockets. The dress 

material is usually hand-woven cotton cloth. ‘Gambari’ smocks are normally decorated with 
hand embroidery using woolen threads of red, green, blue or black colours, (See fig. 1a & 1b). 
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Fig. 1a: Gambari smock Photgraph by S.Maiwada 2009  Fig.1b: Gambari smock (sketch) 

Heathcote 1979                                                                                                                        

‘Bunjuma’ or ‘Binjima’ smocks are usually decorated with machine embroidery. ‘Bunjuma’ 

is sometimes indigo-dyed as in the case of (fig 2 b) but most of the time, white.  The history 

of this dress is as old as the history of Hausa traditional cloth weaving in Northern Nigeria. 

‘Mudukare’, as has been mentioned, by Lamb and Holmes (1980) is the general name of the 

cloth from which this dress is made. The cloth is woven by Hausa hand weavers specifically 

to meet the demands of the wandering ‘Mbororo’ Fulani (herds) men. ‘Mudukare’ cloth, 

though woven by Hausa people as well as other tribes of Northern Nigeria is more associated 

with the Fulani herds and its history is closely connected with the history of the Northern 

Nigeria itself. 

Gwarzo is an ancient town in Kano State where traditional weaving is practiced.   Biremawa 

village as reported by Sani, (1990) was the area in Gwarzo Local Government Area where 

weaving originated. Other areas in Gwarzo where weaving is practiced include Ruga, Sabon 

Garin Kauyu, Zango and Tsohon Garu. Sani (ibid) reported that, the traditional weaving craft 

is practiced in homes or connected workshops generally by members of the same or related 

families. They take weaving as a full time occupation and it is hereditary. The type of woven 

cloths produced are `yerno` `mudukare`, `dan bichi` and `ilajo`, usually for the Fulani dress. 

 According to Sani, (2007) the weavers in Gwarzo are still weaving this cloth and the thread 

they use is generally machine-spun cotton. Also, according to Adamu, (2007) Gwarzo 

weavers are still weaving `mudukare` cloth. In addition, this trader mentioned Bichi, another 

ancient town in Kano State where traditional cloth weaving is still going on. This cloth is 

used to construct garments of different styles and sizes worn by the ‘Bororo’ Fulani nomads. 

Heathcote, (1979) mentions that these garments are important because the embroidery work 

seen on Fulani dresses is done by the Hausa people. This collaboration reflects the fact that 

the Hausa people and Fulani people of Northern Nigeria are compatible neighbours. 
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The style and sizes of traditional Fulani men's dress are based on the age and status of the 

wearer. For instance, ‘gambari’ or ‘binjima’ according to Heathcote, (ibid) is short, 

sleeveless, straight or slightly flared skirt, circular neck opening without pocket. This 

garment is worn by the Fulani male youths and small boys during their day to day activities 

and or when they are going with their cows for grazing.(fig 2c) Middle-aged and the elderly 

men also wear ‘gambari’ as casual wear. There is another style of ‘Bunjuma’ or ‘binjima’ 

with long sleeves worn by the middle-aged and the elderly (see fig.3). 

 

    
Fig. 2a: Habar Kada(sketch)         Fig. 2b: Habar Kada Heathcote 1979    Fig. 2c :Gambari 

smock(indigo)   Heathcote 1979   

 
                 Fig. 3: Bunjima or Binjima(long sleeve) Photograph by Salihu Maiwada 2007 

 As Heathcote (ibid) states, ‘Kwakwata’, is yet another style with wide sleeves, often lined 

with cloth of a contrasting colour, flared skirt, circular neck opening with short vertical slit at 

the front and two vertical pocket openings in gown's front.                                         
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                                            Fig. 4: Kwakwata  Heathcote 1979 

This is for the wealthy Fulani men as well as the ruling class of both the Fulani and the Hausa 

people. (See fig 4)  

’Gare’, is a style that is exclusively for the elders, with circular neck opening, ankle-length 

and wide opening by the sides similar to Hausa ‘babban riga’. All these styles are worn by the 

Fulani men of Kano, Katsina Sokoto, Adamawa, Bauchi, Gombe and most parts of the 

Northern Nigeria where Fulani people are found.(see fig 5) 

 
                                Fig. 5: Gare Photograph by Salihu Maiwada 2007 

The traditional trousers of Fulani men are distinctly different from the ones worn by the 

Hausa men. They are not as long and baggy-like, but they only extend slightly below the knee 

with tight fitting legs. The trousers are worn by all categories of male Fulani in most parts of 

Northern Nigeria. (See fig 6 a & b) These dresses are used by the Fulani to perform some 

distinctive cultural practices. 
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Fig. 6a: Trouser sketches  Heathcote 1979           Fig. 6b: Trouser Photograph by Salihu Maiwada 2009 
 

The Fulani men use caps; they are of two types; ‘habar-kada’ a cap with flaps and the one 

called ‘bakwalan’ Fulani. Habar-kada has V-shape with two flaps covering ears of the 

wearer. The flaps are sometimes folded   or drawn down to cover the ears, depending on the 

weather. (as seen in fig 2 a & b) ‘Bakwalan’ Fulani is long and is circular in shape. It is 

usually folded at the top to give a desired shape and convenience. (See fig. 7) The two caps 

are usually decorated with embroidery using woolen yarns of either red, black or green 

colours. Sometimes they are sewn plain without additional embroidery on them. These caps 

are used in all seasons, whether during cold or hot season. They both protect the ears during 

cold season. The flaps of ‘Habar-kada’ for instance, are released and drawn to cover the ears 

of the wearer, while ‘bakwala’ is pulled down to also cover the ears. 

     
Fig. 7a: ‘Bakwala’  Heathcote 1979                       Fig. 7b: ‘Bakwala(sketch)   Heathcote 1979  

 

In addition, the Fulani men wear raffia hats. These raffia hats are used for protection against 

the scotching sun. They are worn on top of the caps or hung by the neck, if not in use. The 

hats are usually decorated with leather but sometimes they are woven plain without any 

leather decorations. The hat has one general name `malfa` and it is woven by raffia mat 

weavers.(See fig. 8) This is done in most parts of Northern Nigeria in towns like Adamawa, 
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Kaduna, Kano, Bauchi and Gombe States. The Fulani people as an ethnic group are easily 

identified through their mode of dressing. 

 
                  Fig. 8 ‘Malfa’(raffia hat)  Photograph by Salihu Maiwada 2007 

The ‘mudukare’ cloth which is used to construct most of the Fulani garments is unique and 

this dress functions is another source of reinforcing a particular ethnic identity, which has 

existed over the centuries. Lamb and Holmes (ibid) reported that the young ‘Bororo’ Fulani 

men are striking feature of the Northern Nigerian scene, with their elaborate hair styles and 

arrays of jewelry. They attach much value to sleeveless smocks made from ‘turkudi’ strips, 

which is another type of hand woven cloth used by the Fulani though more costly than 

‘mudukare’. Riesman (1977) as in Lamb and Holmes, (ibid) noted that ‘Bororo’ Fulani man 

feels an obligation to provide cloth for wife and children and added that a pastoral Fulani 

woman should only possess cloths provided by her husband.  

 Indeed, the giving and receiving of cloths is symbolic of the very basis of the marriage tie. 

One old tradition of the ‘Bororo’ Fulani of Burkina Faso and Mali   is the requirement for a 

woman to acquire a special hand woven cloth as a wrapper for her first child. As in other 

societies, clothing and body adornment are very important among Fulani. Indeed, the 

economic history of the Northern Nigeria cannot be properly understood without taking 

careful note of the taste in textiles of the Fulani nomads over the centuries. Lamb and Holmes (ibid)      

The analysis of Modern Images of Traditional Fulani Dress: 

Fulani Images and Performing Arts. 

The images of traditional Fulani dress are used in new ways such as in drama and 

advertisements as well as by interested non- Fulani people both males and females. For 

examples, various Hausa drama groups use Fulani dress as costumes for their actors and 

actresses. Local Hausa dance groups also make use of the Fulani dress as costumes; special 
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orders are made for the bulk purchases of these dresses. The use of traditional Fulani dress as 

costumes in Hausa dramas according to Muhammad, (2007) is contextual. The dress is used 

in a particular drama that has to do with Fulani culture. Generally, Hausa and Fulani cultures 

are virtually indistinguishable, due to cultural intermingling and intermarriages. That is why 

Hausa people are referred to as Hausa-Fulani and the Hausa culture of the past has now been 

almost completely replaced by Islamic culture. Hausa people want to show that they are part 

of Fulani people that is why they wear Fulani people’s traditional dress both in their normal 

day-to day activities and in Hausa performing arts. 

   The `Koroso` dance, for instance, was originally a Fulani traditional dance, but now Hausa 

people are doing it. The dancers, both males and females normally wear the traditional Fulani 

dress. The male dancers appear in `gambari` smocks, knee-length trousers and `habar-kada` 

caps, along with raffia hats. The female dancers also appear in wrapper, blouse and scarf. In 

addition, the female dancers also use bungles of different kinds, large ear rings, and beads to 

complete the dressing. Fulani dress has also been utilized by the broaden society in 

advertisements.     

Fulani Images in the area of Advertisement 

Most Companies use the images of Fulani dress to advertise their products or services, Cell 

phones companies like Glo and Zain are particularly noted for their advertisements using the 

images of Fulani dress. Also, the pharmaceutical company that manufactures Cafenol, a 

malaria treatment, also uses images of Fulani dress to advertise its products on billboards, 

kiosks, newspapers and magazines. There are several reasons why these images of Fulani 

people and their dress are used. The cell phone companies for instance use these images to 

depict wide coverage of their various networks. Fulani people are by their nature migratory, 

they are always on the move. They live mostly in the rural areas and the males are usually in 

the bush or graze land with their cattle.  Despite the fact that the Fulani are rural dwellers 

they are yet within reach, showing the capability of the networks. 

 
                 Fig. 9: Glo billboard advertisement   Photograph by Salihu Maiwada 2006 
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Their coverage is so wide that they can reach the remotest areas. One of such companies, 

Glo, has a slogan, “we live where you live”. (See fig. 9) This type of advertisement will most 

likely influence the decision of potential subscribers.  

The Cafenol advertisement also makes similar suggestion of wide outreach.  Again Fulani 

people live a good healthy rural life style, living close to nature that makes them an 

appropriate model of good health, (See fig. 10). Mouka Foam Company, manufacturers of 

mouka foam has an advertisement with a man wearing Fulani dress dancing after a night 

sleeping on mouka foam mattress. It is another example of Fulani associated with good health 

and vigour.     

 
                      Fig. 10: Cafenol Billboard Advertisement  Photograph by Salihu Maiwada 2006 

Fulani Images in the Area of Photography:  

Finally, professional photographers also purchase and keep these dresses (both male and 

female) in their photo studios for interested non Fulani people to wear and take photographs. 

They use the dress in order to identify themselves with the Fulani people and their culture. 

This, naturally strengthen the cultural ties that exist between the Hausa people and the Fulani 

people. Most of the photo studios in the urban and semi-urban   areas   exhibit photographs of 

non-Fulani people who out of interest take photographs wearing these Fulani dress made 

from ‘mudukare’ cloth. Example of such photo studios is the ODUN's photo studio along 

Kongo campus of Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. (See fig. 11) 

 
                        Fig. 11 Non Fulani with Fulani Dress – (Odun’s photo studio 2007) 
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Scholars of modern time believe that clothing provides a mark of identity and through which 

non verbal messages are communicated. It is also believed as reported by Steele, (2006) that 

in traditional societies, clothing functions almost as a language that can indicate a person's 

age, gender, and marital status, place of origin, religion, and social status. In Fulani society, 

the nomad people have their own special costumes (varieties mentioned earlier). The dress is 

so unique so much that, wherever it is seen, it will be easily identified and be connected with 

the Fulani people of Northern Nigeria, regardless of who the wearer is. The Fulani dress 

portrays the strong connections that exist between dress on both individual and collective 

identities, which gives individuals a sense of self as well as their place in the society. The 
nature of this dress explains how much importance the Fulani people attach to personal adornment. 

 

Changes and continuities in Dress of the Fulani men of Northern Nigeria 

 There have been some remarkable changes in dress of the Fulani men of Northern 

Nigeria. Several factors are responsible for these changes. Social influence is one of the 

major factors that bring about these changes. A large number of ‘Bororo’ Fulani have settled 

in urban and semi-urban areas, more especially in the Hausa people’s society. Hausa men 

have their own type of traditional dress quite different from that of Fulani men. Hausa men 

are the original weavers of ‘mudukare’ cloth as well as ‘turkudi’ cloth. It is also the Hausa 

tailors who used to sew garments for the Fulani men from either ‘turkudi’ or ‘mudukare’. 

‘Mudukare’ weaving has declined considerably. First, because of the introduction of factory 

manufactured cloth. This type of cloth is light, easy to wash and much cheaper than ‘turkudi’ 

or ‘mudukare’ cloth. History revealed that Northern Nigeria was known for cotton growing 

centuries ago but now has also declined dramatically. ‘Mudukare’ is woven with hand spun 

thread, and with introduction of factory spun thread, hand spinning equally declined. Equally, 

Hausa women used to hand spin the cotton thread. Additionally, because a lot of ‘Bororo’ 

Fulani have settled down, large population of them have acquired both Islamic and Western 

education, their status changed remarkably. Most of the Fulani men interviewed are of the 

view that they have changed their dress because they want to look modest. For instance, 

according to Chiroma, (2006) ‘gambari’ smock is too short for his liking and the body is 

exposed unnecessarily. He confirmed that ‘mudukare’ garments are very scarce now but 

added that if he can get one that is modest, something that will cover his body properly he 

can use it. Despite the fact that most town Fulani men are no longer interested in their 

traditional dress, some of them are still embracing it. It is just because ‘mudukare’ cloth is at 
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present not readily available. According to another respondent, Beti, (2006) though elderly 

(about 65-70 years old) he is still interested in the traditional Fulani dress. 

The Fulani men have adapted the use of Hausa men’s garments because they need to wear 

dress which completely covers the body. Hausa garments entirely cover the wearer’s body. 

Hausa people’s garments are made from machine-woven fabrics and the garments especially 

`babban riga’ style robes are usually beautifully embroidered. With these changes in Fulani 

men’s dress styles, it makes them look more like Hausa men than Fulani men. Although the 

Fulani men look a bit more like Hausa men when they appear in the Hausa dress styles, there 

is one unique thing that makes them look distinctively different. Their raffia hats still identify 

them as Fulani. This is because no matter the type of dress Fulani men wear they will still 

wear the hats or hung them on their necks but the Hausa men do not. 

 Generally, Fulani people are Muslims but because of their nomadic way of life they 

do not adhere strictly to the religious practices. Presently, most of them have settled in the 

urban and semi-urban areas, they are engaged in trading, farming and of course their 

traditional occupation of cattle raising. Through their interaction with Hausa people, they 

have settled in Hausa towns and villages this brought about subsequent intermarriages. This, 

however, has had an impact and subsequently changed their way of life. Also available 

clothing materials brought about some significant changes in ‘Bororo’ Fulani dress. 

 

Current Trends in Fulani men’s Dress 

 The non-availability of ‘mudukare’ and ‘turkudi’ cloths has resulted in several 

changes as regards the materials for Fulani clothing. There are about three or four categories 

of dress now in use. First, there is still hand woven cloth which represents the original 

‘mudukare’ cloth but factory spun thread is used instead of hand spun thread. Almost all the 

‘gambari’ smocks in use now are made from this type of cloth. This includes male and female 

Fulani dress. There is also another category, ‘gambari’ smocks made from factory 

manufactured cloth and the smocks are fashioned just like the ones made from ‘mudukare’ 

cloth. This is used by the Fulani youths. This type of smock is worn with an ankle-length 

tight trouser. (See fig. 12) This type of trouser is called ‘dan Gusau’ (which originated from Gusau 

in Zamfara State).  
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               Fig. 12: Fulani Youths trousers with tight legs Photograph by Salihu Maiwada 2007 

The next category is in form of jumper with sleeves worn with baggy trouser, sometimes 

machine embroidery is done along the neck opening and the edges of sleeves. This category 

of dress is also for the Fulani youths, it is called Abacha, (See fig. 13).  

 
                  Fig. 13: Abacha jumper with baggy trouser   Photograph by Salihu Maiwada 2007 

This name is taken from General Sani Abacha, the former Military President of the Federal 

Republic of Nigeria. They are worn during day- to- day activities such as going to bush with 

cattle for grazing. The middle-aged among them extend the length of the jumper slightly 

below the knee with long sleeves and side pockets. There is yet another type of ‘gambari’ 

worn by the elders. It has long sleeves and it is as long as Hausa people's ‘kaftans’. The last 

category is the adaptation of complete Hausa dress. According to Beti, (ibid) they have 

shifted to using Hausa dress because they want to appear like respectable gentlemen. The 
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dresses are more compatible with Islamic injunctions of covering the body. In addition to all 

the above mentioned categories of garments, the Fulani men use all sorts of dresses when 
going to field for grazing. It is a common sight to see them wearing ‘kaftans’, vests, and T-shirts.  

Finally, Fulani in Northern Nigeria use a particular brand of rubber shoes usually in blue, 

green or black colours. (See fig. 14) These shoes are sold in all village markets on market 

days. Interestingly, even females Fulani nomads wear these shoes. 

 
                        Fig. 14: Fulani rubber shoes (blue) Photograph by Salihu Maiwada 2007 

 

CONCLUSION 

 The decline in cotton growing in Northern Nigeria and the introduction of factory 

manufactured goods as well as subsequent establishment of textiles factories all over Nigeria 

led to serious decline in ‘mudukare’ cloth and ‘turkudi’ cloth weaving in Northern Nigeria. 

These and other factors such as social influences and religious practices have led to 

considerable changes in traditional ‘Bororo’ Fulani men's dress. These changes are so 

significant that only small percentage of them continue to wear traditional dress. These 

changes are more distinct in women because hardly will a Fulani woman be seen wearing 

such traditional dress now a days.  In the course of this study, the author visited several 

village markets but only one Fulani woman was seen with ‘mudukare’ hand woven wrapper 

with an imported factory manufactured blouse. For men,   the change in men's dress 

especially has advert effect on youths; in which elders see these changes as negative rather 

than positive. According to Usman, (2006), the short dress and the tight trousers that Fulani 

youths wear nowadays are bad dress to him. This is all because they will not be comfortable 
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whenever they are praying in the mosque. In contrast, this informant sees the changes in 

Fulani men’s dress as very positive. He also sees the changes in Fulani women’s dress as 

positive as well. The women are seen covering their bodies and most of them wear ‘hijab’ 

(veil) as against their traditional dressing that make them move about with their bare bodies exposed.  

The women were not interviewed or photographed because of cultural and religious 

restrictions. Thus Islam forbids men freely interacting with other people’s wives. Most of the 

Fulani women seen selling milk are married women. A female researcher can however have 

free interaction with them. However, as has been noted by Steele, (ibid) clothing sends 

nonverbal messages. The Fulani women seem to be happy with the changes because one can 

say that and confidently too, about ninety-nine percent of Fulani women have changed their 

mode of dress. They now use printed wax materials, cotton brocade ‘shadda’, lace and other 

factory manufactured materials. Finally, many Fulani men have made positive changes in 

their dress styles. `Mudukare` smocks and tight trousers were replaced with `babban riga` (a 

long flowing garment) and `kaftans`, while the youths have changed to jumpers (Abacha) and 

baggy trousers. Yet despite these remarkable changes (and perhaps because of it), the images 

of traditional Fulani dress is  used in modern media perhaps in nostalgic reference to a more natural 

pastoral life-style. 
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